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1 Introduction

When probe tones are added to background sounds,
the psychophysical detectability and the perception of
the probe is influenced by the time delay from the on-
set of the background to the onset of the probe. In
general, the shorter the time delay, the harder it is to
detect the probe or to perceive the probe as a separate
signal. This results, for example, in psychophysical
overshoot phenomena in which the amount of mask-
ing decreases as time delay increases [4]. Purpose
of this study was to reveal magnetoencephalographic
correlates of these psychophysical phenomena and to
compare cortical responses with those of the auditory
nerve.

2 Methods

2.1 Neuromagnetic experiments

The stimulus paradigm was inspired by experimen-
tal studies of the auditory nerve of anesthetized ger-
bils [3]. 1000 Hz probe tones of 20 ms duration were
added to 1250 Hz background tones (masker) of 500
ms duration at three different delays (0, 50, and 200
ms). Furthermore, both the probe tone and the back-
ground tone were presented alone. The intensity of
probe tone as well as background tone was 60 dB
sensation level (SL). The auditory evoked field (AEF)
to these stimuli was recorded with a 37-channel gra-
diometer system (Biomagnetic Technologies, Inc.) in
a magnetically shielded environment [2]. Eight sub-
jects have been studied in two independent sessions,
and about 200 epochs were recorded in each session.

2.2 Analysis of neuromagnetic data

The magnetic field was assumed to arise from a sin-
gle current dipole with fixed (time-invariant) location
and direction. In a first step, the four parameters de-
scribing dipole location and direction were estimated,

considering only the data obtained for the background
tone and the latency range corresponding to deflection
N1m of the AEF (latency about 100 ms). In a sec-
ond step, the estimated location and orientation were
fixed, and the amplitude of the dipole moment was
calculated for all conditions and all time slices. All
estimations were done using a homogeneous sphere
as the volume conductor model. To achieve an opti-
mal signal-to-noise ratio for the estimated amplitude
functions, the covariance of the noise in the mea-
sured data was accounted for by using a maximum-
likelihood estimation technique [1].

2.3 Animal experiments

Mongolian gerbils were anesthetized throughout, and
a silver wire electrode was placed at the round win-
dow to record the compound action potential of the
auditory nerve. The stimuli consisted of 4 kHz tone
bursts which were amplitude modulated by 500 Hz
sinusoids (50% modulation). A 6 dB increment in in-
tensity was added at various delays to a background
masker of about 250 ms duration (doubling the sound
intensity during the increment). Stimuli were about
20 dB above threshold (about 40 dB SPL). An aver-
age response for each condition was obtained on the
basis of about 50 repetitions (1 stimulation cycle per
second).

2.4 Analysis of animal data

The amplitude of the response component at the mod-
ulation frequency, called the Modulation Following
Response (MFR), was calculated by fitting single cy-
cles of the data by a sine wave. The estimated re-
sponse can be conceived as a train of compound ac-
tion potentials (one created by each modulation cy-
cle). It is roughly proportional to the underlying sin-
gle unit firing rate. Finally, the difference between
the incremented response amplitude and the control
(background alone) amplitude was calculated, which
will be denoted as theincremental response.



Figure 1:Psychoacoustic thresholds for the detection
of the probe tone (8 subjects): 200 ms delay versus si-
multaneous onset of probe tone and background tone.

3 Results

3.1 Psychoacoustic results

If the onset of the probe tone occurred 200 ms after
the onset of the background tone, it could be detected

Figure 2:Dipole moments estimated for subject S25.

at significantly lower intensities than in the case of a
simultaneous onset. Fig. 1 shows that the mean "over-
shoot" (indicated by the red arrow) is 8.75 dB.

3.2 MEG results

Results from two exemplary subjects are shown in
figures 2 and 3. The left-hand column shows re-
sponses (estimated dipole moments) to the tone and
the masker presented alone (curvesr(T ) andr(M),
respectively). Responses to simultaneous presenta-
tions of masker and tone are presented in the middle-
column, for various time delays between masker on-
set and tone onset. The right-hand column shows
the difference functions obtained by subtracting the
response to the masker alone from the responses to
masker and added tone (“incremental responses”).
The results from the two independent sessions (indi-
cated by different colors) were superposed to demon-
strate the reproducibility of the estimated responses.

Figure 3:Dipole moments estimated for subject A19.



Figure 4:Grand average of estimated dipole moments
(based on data from 8 subjects).

Fig. 4 shows the respective grand average of all sub-
jects (and the two sessions per subject). A separate
response to the probe was clearly discernible only for
the 200 ms delay between the onsets of probe and
background, whereas for delays of 0 ms and 50 ms
the response to the probe fused with the response to
the background.
“Incremental responses” for all eight subjects and all
three delays are given in Fig. 5. The curves exhibit a
considerable interindividual variability. However, in
general the increment in the MEG response is signifi-
cantly smaller for small delays than for long delays.

3.3 Auditory-nerve results

Fig. 6 shows an exemplary MFR recorded from the
round window of an anesthetized gerbil. The wave-
form is composed of two components: The response
to the background masker (showing an exponential
decay after a rapid onset) and the response to the in-
crement, which had a delay of about 60 ms in this

Figure 5:“Incremental responses” for all eight sub-
jects and all three delays tested.

example. The shape of the latter response compo-
nent (i.e. the incremental response) turned out to be
roughly independent of the delay.



Figure 6: Modulation following response (MFR)
recorded from the round window of an anesthetized
Mongolian gerbil in response to a background tone-
burst with an added increment in sound intensity.
The MFR represents the amplitude of the fundamen-
tal component at the modulation frequency of 500 Hz.
Time delay from tone onset to increment onset is 50
ms.

Fig. 7, showing the area under the incremental re-
sponse as a function of the delay, suggests that the
amplitude of the incremental response is basically
constant as well. In other words, the change in re-
sponse is more or less independent of the latency of
the intensity increment.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

A comparison between MEG data and auditory nerve
data shows that the cortical responses behave differ-
ently than the peripheral responses, in that incremen-
tal responses are substantially reduced for short time
delays from background to probe onset. In this sense
the cortical effects of time delay more closely resem-
ble those obtained psychophysically than do the pe-
ripheral effects. Hence the difference between pe-
ripheral and central effects may reflect a functionally
significant change in temporal processing occurring
along the auditory pathway which leads to increased
masking near background onset.

Figure 7:Increment in MFR in response to an incre-
ment in sound intensity applied at various time delays
from background onset. Stimuli and responses as in
Fig. 6. The increment is measured by computing the
change in area produced during the 30-ms-long probe
tone.
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